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This course follows a 4-week online training plan, where you will commit to completing specific
weekly tasks in your own time. You will be accountable to your mentor who will check on your
progress each week.

You will also be required to book video sessions throughout your program, where you will receive
one-on-one mentoring to help you complete the training exercises.

Via the free Zoom Meetings app, you will be able to chat with and contact your mentor at any
time (please allow 24 hours to receive a response).

DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

OUTCOMES

STRUCTURE

This one-on-one online mentoring program is designed to help you achieve clarity and confidence in
your career pursuits.

You may have a range of different interests and passions, and deciding on what exact career path
to pursue can often feel overwhelming. 

The antidote to overwhelm is action and this training will guide you to create a viable action plan
towards your aspirations, whilst gaining a better understanding of yourself and your purpose in the
world.

1. Achieve greater clarity on your creative goals

2. Learn strategies to overcome indecisiveness and the fear of uncertainty

3. Create a 3-6 month action plan to kickstart your career

4. Build confidence in your life and career pursuits

The Mentorship online programs are designed to be flexible to work around your current study and
work commitments are conducted using Zoom and email. However it is in your best interest to follow
the program diligently according to the planned weekly tasks.

Our mission at the end of the 4 weeks is for you to achieve greater clarity and confidence in your
pursuits and develop a viable action plan to kickstart a professional career after your studies.

There is so much to gain from this program if you’re prepared to learn and put in the work!
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